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I. Introduction loiuard the end of each phase..." (bhilnson ef at., 1985,
WVe have recently begun work in machine tiansla- p 168) Others argue against any human-related

tion and f(eht that it would probably make sense to str evaluations as follows:
by surveying the literature on evaluation Aks we read Performance of operational MIT systems Is
mre and more on evaluation, we found that the success usually measured in terms of their cost per
or an evaluaiocn often depends very strongly on the 1.000 words and their speed in pages per
selection of an appropriate application. If the application post-editor per hour vs. the relative cost and
is well-chosen, t).on it cliten becomes fairly clear how speed of human tiaslation.... In my opiri-
he system should be eialuated. Moreover, the evaltiar ion, it is becoming increasingly uninformar-

t~on is likely to make the system look good Con- ti'e to compare the performance of MT sys-
versely, if the application is not clearly identified (or tems with that of human ti'arslawnr, even
worse. poorly-chosen), then it is often very difficult to though many organizations tend to do that
find a satisfying ev'aluation paradigm. We begin our to justify their MIT investments. (Tucker,
discussion with a brief review of -some evaluation 1987, p. 28)
meuncs that have been tried in the past, and then move We believe that these awwdes hurt the cause of
on to a discussion of how to pick a good application NIT in the long run. As is proved by the increasing avai-

V/hy work on machine translation now, arnd what lability of commercial MT and MAT systems (such as
kind of NIT is most likely to be commercially and Systran, Fujitsu's Atlas, Logos, IBM's Shalt, and several
theorietically profitable? Though the AI.PAC report eon- others, for less tha $100,000), MT today is beginning
cluded in the sixties tat there should be more basic to find areas of real (commercial) applicability. Thus, to
research in MT, It stated clearly that this basic research the questions "hlas anything changed since ALPAC!
could not be justified in terms of shorw~erm rewrn on How can one build MT systems that make a
invcstrnen0- In pArutilar, when compared with human difference?", we answer that. the community needs to
capahilities (still the ultimate test), MIT systems of the find evaluattion measures and applicatiors that highlight
time were not deemed a success, and might, never be. the value of MIT research in those areas wherie systems

This belief may help explain the resistance of can be employed in a real (and economically metasur-

tnauiy MT researchers to take evaluation questions seni- able) way. Human and machine trarsltc show cornr-
ously. The ELIR07RA project, for example, cos plementisty strengths. In oqxer to degn and build a
ciously decided to delay evaluation diacimicions as long theoretically and pewcically productive MAT system.
as possible: "Exact procedures for evaluation will be one mint choose an application ta exploits the
decided by the programnme's manaement. committee strengths of the machine arM dom not comtpete with the

________strengths of the human. This point ia well puL in the foi-
lThe firt authior's pereromrft addres is AT&T Bell Labora, lowing:

ta. Murray Hill. N1 Teqeto o s oLeirM o
2 **Tht Cnmrnitla recommernds irxpendiwmei is two distinct AlT h at mazer)n no is feible, whet MT (ort

WVM Tilt AMt is COrTpUtW~oMW lisgwsiC% 11 ani Of lingwi- Alafor ta a is feasilikl e, but inf wativ
tv's- sulclmn or parsing, sntence genain. suvcte, sernajitics, dmisi srotlkl ob
Sstis. and quanULtat linguistic nnauu's, includit tefri- The object of an evaluation is, of course, to
mrenus in tnMtiion, with~ machine aids ot without Linguisics determine whether a system permits an aide-
should bW suppofled a science, and should not be juditdl by mny qluae repoirae to given neetds anid cons-
i, wl or foves.able connbution, to ractical trnatwon... wns. Lhbre n oreu 98
The second wtu is improsirent. ot' hum"an VM01 lwita irask. Lh*eerai oroat 98
rtspect to preci isues such a speed, cost. and qu~lial " (pNr p. 1I2

tre d s, 1g04. p, 341
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%Mt~in are ilipropflate evaluationl measures? It of all NIT eff ort to identify ahg~ao k~apia
woul be iceif~thie v aauns were to identify- those 66nf so- that the MT system Will stanfd up -well ta 'th

'(ispccs -ot) MT systems -that 'that make them -suitable evaluaton, vntog heSse ih pr hue
for. anidlh rhn~i-eer -themi tocwards, higb-pAynff niches of Crummy tranlations.
'tunctjoniJirty -But- in-spoiti at all the literature oin MT
evaJ Lmn, the, general evaluation measures-that art pro- 2. -Tradtiaml Evaluation Movies
posed otnaitb pinpoint the~strefijth or systems and'
lead thcmf toward real 1utlity; irttead,-they seem to cart. 2.1. Syvten-bmd Mevici
fbid important and less imrpcirtant &tpects. Tucker's W dniytremjrtpsa vlao
review or, Taurfi.\letco and Mectal. for example, might mets idiysldimbed mel~ar ande oeaumid.
give bite the mistaken impression that both systems Syrs:~ae myseribac cut bae itr ad resr e uc

workabot eqall wel (nmel. aprox 8O):~as the number or words in the lexicons, rules in the
-TatriffiMeteci his beens operaional since grammars, semantic, grammatical, or lexical feawres,
197i, I rratnslazing about five million' -words die number at representation elements in the semantic,

anuil t.araeofsccs o 0%wthu ontology or lnterlingus, (if any), and the number' of
post~diting." (Tucker. 1987, p. 31) tranlation rules (ot any). 'The literature contains many

hT~e Metal system is reported to have examples at systemr-based metrics, for instance:
achieved bcoween 15% and 85% 'correct' At the moment there ane about sixty
translations, using an experimental base orsbrmas o nlss n bu 0
1.000 pages at text over the last five years." rewriting rules in total.., number of rewrit.

(Tuckr. 187. p 32)ing rules tar traser and generation
However, these numbers do not accurately reflect processes is around 800, and it will be

the crucial diFerence between these two systems. increased in the coming few months. The
Taum-Meteo is generally re~arded as -a fairly complete dictionary contains about 18,000 itemsw at
soluition to the domain-restricted task at tzanlating present, and will be increased to 100,000
weather'forecasts whereas Mtal is widely regarded as a items at the end of the project (Nqga,
less compolete solution to the mome ambitious task at 1987, p. 278)
translating unrestricted text. The evaluation measure An advantage of these metrics is that they ame
ought to be able to highlight the strengths and easy to measure, which makes them popular. But since
weaknesses at a system. Apparently, the "success rae these metrcs an tied to a particular system, they cannt
measure tails to meet this requirement, presumably be toed very effectively for comparing two systems.
because it is too vague to be of much use.4 They an much more effective for calibrating systein

Unfortunately, this failure seemst to be characteris- growth over time. The major disadvantage of these
tic of many of tihe task-independent eva.luAtion metrics mettics is that they an noot necessaily mimaed to utility.
that have been proposed tus far. Since, in our opinion,
the blame is to be laid on the desire tar generality, we 2. xT.d-bmd Mehim
propose that MT evaluation metrics should be sensitive
to the intended use of the system. In this paper, we 2.2.L Seanie-ad Metia
begin by outjining metrics that have been proposed and T'hese metrics, the most common elass, are
end by concluding that it becomes crucial to the success ,.~lied to individual sentences ar target texts by count.

3 Acrigt sbl fmnlcrrisato)hi"ing, for example, the number of sentences semantically
crding hee to% lubel. on avvonu1 tofM iics) wo and stylistically correct, the number of sentences

por year. 71e IfteWted Pefrnie is t.,1 et dut to irpo semantically correct, but with odd style, the number or
rmv~nts in the cormnwirWas system~ commuiajets noise w~d sentences partally semantically correct, the number of
to it mjleiiie far & lri, pumet of the tsilum. sentences semntically Lad syntactically incorrect, and

4The success mes~ ot 8% reported in (Ishllk. 1984, p. 425) the number of sentences missed altogether. A good
pmbtsJbly should not be coi~asred with the nvn'~ers reported for example appears in (N.'gao et~a., 190), in which sen-
Mta. In addition to ViA~iang the input. Mtwc &logf tences art classed into one of five categories of dere.-
to dtetnne ir the trzteilbon should 6e checked by a profnmaon
at taartato. The 80% 1gw, rerMd is (lubell., 19M) frtm ing intelligibility and into one of six cateories of
to the fnctjon of thp input thaL Metto hLade by itnet without decreasing accuracy. Arxkei exam;*l is the evalub.
U3SSIC1 frOM ?A Plf1J13iOll3 tnasLat. The 15gures iPOfl~d tions developed to meoure the results of Ewrotm sys.
for Metal firer to &A evailuuion of the corntcut* or th output. tems (see .1bhryoon el ul.. 1985).
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Given the suhjecti'e nature of seminuc. syniactjc. senitences in tie last three categories
and (especial il) stylistic ~Correctniess", these metriCs (different, wrong. aund ungrammatical) to
anr impossiblet make precise in practice In addition. either the exact or the alternale category.
their limitaumnit to single sentences malc 5 them too Counting one sooke for each leuer that
simplistic (for example, it is not clear hoA to scale the mnst be deleted and one stroke for each
metric -Ahen se, ersJ source sentences are combined in letter "ht must be insiered, 778 strokes
dic target texct. or % hen parts of them are grouped into were needed to repair all of the decoded
sentences diff erently) sentences. Ibis compares with the 1.918

strokes required to generate all of the Hart-
2.2.2. Comnprehersibility Metrics sard trslatiors from scratch." (Brown it

These metrics seek to measure rnslation quality al., 1990. p. 84)
by testing the user's comprehension of the target text as Some researchers object to keystroke counting because
a whole. They include counting te number of texts they don't believe that the counts are correliwed with
tranislated well enough for full comprehenstion, the utifity.
number of :evw; in %hich enough could be gleaned to
get a reasonabuly good understanding or' the content. 2.3. Ca..kmaid Meamnai
though details may be missing, the numl.-'r of texts in 'fl1i thrd major type of mesic concenaaw on the
"%hich some content could be gathered, enough to tell System's efficiency in producing a translation, as in:
whether the text is of interest to Ut erc or not, the 1 otprpg facp eU Ixo mcienumber of texts with fatal inconsistencies or omnissions, human, or mixed),
and the number of texts missted altogether

Thseev~u~o mtns njysome significant 2. 6mc per page of acceptable tranislation (machine,

advantages First. they can be performed by the hmn riie)
intended user of the vrsla*.ion, re~uiring little or no One such evaluation was done on Taum.Aviaaon (Is..
source language expertise. Second, they take in stride belle and Bourbeai, 1985)
the mis. or even non-uanlatdon of text due to ceiltain Took Afachine Humanri
relatively isolated phenomena which have proven very Preparation /input $0.014 $0.000
hard to handle in computional system in a general Translation $0079 $0.100way (but which people can figure out themselves fairly Human revision 30.088 $003
easily). A major disadvntiage of these metrics is the rnepo/Ecivaig $00.2 001difficulty of quantifying them. One approach to over. Tasntot/roraig $. 01
come this difficulty IS to Create compreherision questin Tota (Can. S per page) $0.183 $0.145
naires that meacure (in SAT-test.'like manner) how The problem with cost~based metrics is that &hy often
understandable uislatiorE are to their iiiiended users don't make the systems look very good. AS can be
with respect to their intended uses. An example, using noted from the "abe above, the evaluation shows that
a test suite of texts is proposed in (ling and Falkedal, Taumn-Aviain is actually more expensive thani human
1990). A second approach is to determine how willing owanlation (111). If one wants the system to look good.
users would be to pay for professional translation of the it is ittqponram w pick a good niche application.
text. given the vtrnlatted version. Since professional
translaton i% expensive, die users will be modvated to .hw liisci odNb
identify the more useful systems. We believe a good niche a4'*1caoin should meet

2.& Anwut of latE ngas many of the following dlesiderata a possible:

hetrics in this subclass are booed on tse amiount (a) it should set reasonable expectations,
of work required to turn the trslated text into a form (b) it should make sense economically,
Indistinguishable from a hurmn Uraulazor's effort Ways (c) it should be atarcve Ito the intended users,
of quantizing this include counting the number of edit- (d) it should exploit the stretgiks or the maichine and
ing keystrokes required per page. timing die revision nin compiew with the sewrths of the human.
process per page, and counting tie percentage of () i hoil ece o"te litesse amachine-tunlated words3 in final text. An example is (e) cat o shad l o, &W imt h tesse a
the keystroke count reported a follows: ai antd.ai

"As an alternate memure of die syte's (f) it should encourage the field to move forward

pcrforiiinaice, one of us corrected each of the tsida siensibie long-term goal-$
11Many bqOflM p*d ~VeT ie,, "DOiOgt oer I%. Puts.

FAHQT (Ndtjwi~nbut huj.qvwiV iwmoios) (9wHuiiul,
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4. &uniierw Pat-Edjitirli (EPE): chain. How mtwh fsater depends on which
An Irnappr~iaSie Ncht phaes of the NIT chain are counted. If we

It is lot easy to identify a good niche application. count all the stela on the log form, human

One cannot simply take a stae-of-the-art %IT prga tranlslation was nearly twice a fast as

and give it to a bunch of salesmen and expect a miracle. machine traslationi. If we discount the time
One has. to find an application that makes sense. that the machine actually takes to trnlate

The extensive post iinfg (EJE) application coul One tastmetio doa othe rticulas)

%'ould appear to be a natural way to get value out of a asul wea. thes time for dthe useful dtoass)

finie-of-the-art NIT system. But unfrtunately, the updawel (on the poundso that se new tor

application fails to meet mnost of tie desiderata proposed uodiated eontries reunos O dinene forh

abo~e. current text), MT remains 27% slower thw

4.1.(a)Resiiad ExpctaonsHT. ir, in addition, we discount the time
41* a) Raliaic ~for text entry, assuming that source texts

One can find numerous testimonials in the liters- ar'rive in machine readable form that
ture that sound too good to be true (and probably are): Weidner could import, MIT still remains 5%

*'AJldeoigli you can expect to at least d~IIwI slower than HT for all the texts translated
your translator's output, tie real cost-saving during the operational phase of the tral."
ill MIT lies ine complcte electronic transfer of (Macklovitch, 1991, p. 3)
information and the integration into a rully Thus, there are serious indications tha it may not
electronic publishing system." (Magnu'tson- be commercially viaible to use professional tnmlastors as
Murray. 1085. p. 180) post-editors. In fact, there have been questions about

-'Substantial rises in trmaslaiions output. by the cost effectiveness of the EF ipplication dating back
as much as 75 per cent in one case, am to the ALPAC report, well before many of these pro.

being reported by users of the Logos ducts were introduced into the marketrilace:1

machine tralation (]M system after only "T7he postedited traslaion took slightly
a few moinths." (Lawson, 1984, p. 6) longer to do and was more expensive thtan

"For one type of text (data description conventional human translation... Dr. I. C.
manuals), we observed an increase in R. Licklider of IBM and Dr. Paul Garvin of

throughput of 30 per cent,." (Tschira, 1985) Bunker-Ram said they would not advise

Statements such as these run the risk Of seWng teir companies to establish such a service."

unrealistic expectations, and consequently, in the long (Pierce el al., 1988, p. 19)

.%un, it is porsible that they could actually do more harm ()A ieieost nsne
than good. (We discu.' the dangers of unrealistic ~ ()M 'cvrn~Itne i
expectntiorr' in section 7.) If users could really expect In addition, E has failed to gain much accep.

even modest gains in productivity, then one would tance amoicng die intended target audience of professional

expect that Elt products oftered by ALPS, Logos, Sys- translators, because postbedciting tunis out to be an

tra, Weidner and others would stand on their merits in extremely boring and tedious chore7

the marke4lawe, and would not need all Ohr hype. "Most of the tranlator found posteding
tedious and even frustang. In particular,

4.2. (b) Cost Effetvee they complained of the contorted syntax

in fact, careful trials appear to indicate thaL UE produced by the machine. Other complaints

is% actually mre expensive than human translation (117). concerned the excessive number of lexical

Van Slypec (1979) estimated that EPE costa 475 Bfrs. alternatives provided and the amount of

per l00 word.', almost twice asmuch a HT (150.250 tim requiired to make purely mnechanical
Brfs. per 100 word.'). The Canadian governiment, found mcs#IetvaiofWE 6to s tseds
more or le." the Qsvne result inl their trial of the Weidner 'fn dw ias Apeffdivm 1 IMe ALPA pi uem .isi

"li171he H T production chain wais od maiM Imh wow Usnm "~ (lem de at.19.p 4. a

significantly faster than the MT production wow stisi o" ErE . tadi, eb pmdw uktbeaor mal0 o

1960, p 94) iam onlere ofio 'the rflCN well-keowR pimposI NPriw , Wsh ,omd be Wo wdo -if the e? ialewat
wort trade "lort lexillk Ni nwn" 041 41"dly.
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reviions -(PIerce et a/ . 96, p. 96) Of verbal wreckage. These were then placed
-MNly. but not all. traaItors decided. after into only slghtly mome gentle hands for
the firs: phase or the NIT expenmernt. that repair- But the damage had been done.
S~stran %~as not a tranlation aid. loecause Simple tools that would have done so much
the% round that it took too long, asid wa to make the repair work easier and more
too tedious, to convert raw MIT into a van& effective were not to be had presumably
lauon to which they would be prepared to becae of the voraciow appesteg of te
put their name."' (Wagner, 1985, p. .403) monster, which left no resources for any.
-W'then &cked by the consultant if they thing else. In fact. such remedies as could

'Aould like to conunue working with be brought to the tortured remains of these
Weidner on the same texts after the end of texts were administered with colored pencils
the rial. not a single p.rtcipant accepted." on paper and the final copy was produced

(Maclovtch 191, 4)by the action of human fingers on the keys
(Maclovich. 991.p 4)of a typewriter. In shor, one step was sin.

After reading Mackb' itch's dcscription of some gled out of a faily long and complex process
of the errors in (Macklovitch, 1986), one can easily at which to perpeute automaton. The step
appreciate whv some of the tranlators would be frus. chosen was by far the lenst well understood
trated with the post..editing tak. Macklovitch olsterved and quite obviously the least apt for this
that approximately half of the enors in one sample kind of treatment." (Kay, 1980, "The
involved the overuse of French artcles. In rariting Proper Rlace of Men and Machines in
an English noun phrase into French, it is a pretty good Language Translation," p. 2)
bet that the French noun phrase should begin with an
article even if there isn't one in English. However, this S. A Costzuetii'su Sr icu
rule does not hold in tables, where the French use of 71z Wogkmatior Approach
articles is apparently somewhat mome like English. As it Having established that EPE is inappropriate, Kay
happened, one of the texts used in the tral contained a then suggested a workstation approach. At first, the
very long list of crop varieties published by Agriculture workstation might do Wiue more than provide word.
Canada. most of which should not have been translatd processing functionality, dictionary access and so on,
with an article. Unfortunately, the Weidner system did but as time goes on, one might imagine functionality
not know that noun phrases work differently in tables, that begins to look more and more like machine vwil.
and consequently, the post-editor was faced with the dn
rather tedious task of delting the article and adjusting "Icmtnwtionrpoa.I.att
the capitalisation for each of the crop varieties in this advcome & no rtomena proal. ato toe
very long list. The professional rrasor probably adrocaleo how incet apoach be hei
would have found it quicker and more rewardng to plage ofh o macin shold beppredci

tranlatethe istfromscrach.can be taken in its original meaning as well
44 ~ hrcms r of EP sa tie one OuL has become so popular in

One an ontiue o gothrugh n lst o ?ndem technical *%aon. I wanit to advocate
Onsier canpo c oe to fn go e th oto themlist a view of the problem ia which Machiues

dhysde s ui inrppo iaboe anindhe n modre rneatons am- gradually, almost imperceptibly, allowed
wehors ourinapproprie nicuhte waldr lhneat a~ to take over certain functions in the overall

deaydo ior our sl we though wewud e ati rlation process. Fist, they will take over
Kay o itfor s, a onl he an:functions not essentially related to ftmsla.

"There was a long period - for all I know, tion. Then, Wi*e by little, they will
it is not yet over - in which the following approach transation itself. T1e keynote will
comedy was acted out nightly in the bowels be modesty. At each stage, we will do only
of an American government office witii the wha we know we can do veliab~y. Uitl
aim of rendering foreign text& into English. steps for Wiue fte" (Kay, 199, p. 11)
Passages of inniocent prose on which it was in his concldn remarks, Kay expressed the
desirvd to effect this delicate and complex hop tha his approach be implentented by someone
operation were subjected to a jaocess of with enough "tAtte" to be realistic and prqmnaac.
viviseeljon at the hAnds of an 1"'h tjwsamr's amanuensis fworkstitoj
uncomprehending electronic mrrvoter Miat wi o run before it cani walk. It will bt

uformed them into stammering streamsa
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called on only for dia. for votkh its maters One might imagine all kin&s of excial ,oor
have learned to trust It. It will not require For example, the woriwianon could have a "Complete"
conswt infusions of new ad hoc devices key, like eontrol-space in Emascs, which would Aill in &h
that only expensive vendors can supply. It rest of & partially typed word/ phrase foMM COMMxi One
is a franiework that wilt gracefully accorro. might take this idea a step further and imgin that it
modate the future contrbutions that ljnguis- ought to be able to build a supermfat tpewrie that
tics and computer science are Wbe-to make. would be able to corret typos and fill in context given
One day it will be built because its very relatively few keystrokes. Peter Brown (perunJ Com-
moidestv a.tsures its success. It is to be municanon) once remarked that such a superfast type.
looped tht it A31l be built with taste by peo. writer ought to be possible in the monolingual case
pie who understand languages and comput- observing that there is so much redundancy in languag
ers well enough to know how liWe it is that that the user should only have to type a few characterb
they know " (Kay. 1980, p 20) per word, or about the equivalent of 1.25 bits per char.
In fact, Kay's approach has recently been imple- acter (Shannon, 1951)As which is only slightly more than

mented by people who understand the practical realities a byte (sacii character) per English word on average.
well enough to take an even more modest approach than Thie user should have to "yp even less in the bilingual
Kay himself probably would have taken. CWA.RC cuet because %he source language should provide quite a
(Canadian Workplace Awtmation Research Center) has number of additional bits of information.
undertaken to provide the Canadian government's Trants- The superfast typewriter may still be a ways off,
lation Bureau with a translator's workstation that could bitt we art almost already in a position to provide some
be deployed in the neai-temr to the bureau's 900 full- very useful but less ambitious facilities. In particular,
time trazvlatos (M.;cklovitch. 1989). For obvious prag- the Trantlation Bureau currently spends a lot of
matde considertiions. they have decided to use the fol- resources renuslating minor revision$ of Previously
lowing off .the-shelf components: translated materials (e.g., annual reports tha generally
(a) a P/ AT, don't change much year after year). It would be very

(b) etwrk aces to he ermim tminoogydaw useful if there were some standard tools for archiving
b a oner aCce-sROteTrmtrmnlg a and retuieving previously translated texiii so ha the

base n CDROMtranslators would have access to the previous uasla-
(c) WordPerfect, a text editor, tdons, when appropriate. It is also becoming possible to
(d) CompareRite, a programn for comnparing two ver use bilingual concordances to help with terminological

sions of a text file, issues.
(e) TextSearch, a program. for making concordances The workstation application stAnd& up to the six

and counting word frequencies, desiderat proposed above much better than the EPE
(f) Mlercury/ Termex, a program for maintaining a apfilication. It is (a) much morei realistic, so it should

piaetermiunology database, have a better chance of (b) economic success. After all.
private it ought to be able to beat dictation machines, &L leat in

(g) Pmocomm, a program providing rermte access to many cae. In aoddition, it has a better chance of (c)
dats banks via a telephone modem, being attractive to the intended users and (d) exploiting

(h) Seconde Memoire, a program tOat deals with the strengths of the machine as well as those of the
French verb conjugations, and human since it is being developed and tested b~y profes-

(i) Software Bridge, a program for converting word sloflal teUlastors at the reqmet of a translation organaza
processing iles from one commercial format into tion. Snee it is so modest it shouild be (e) fairly clear
anothler, whiat it can and cannot do. Finally, there is a (1) clear

71%i iscledy n iealstaringpoit fr itrouc. path plan toward a desirable long-term goal, since the
Thi isclerlyan dea strtig pintforin~duc strategy explicitly calls for more and more ambitious

ins technology in*o the translator's workplace. T'hey tools as time go"s on.
will hoopefully be W)e to deriorutrate tha the MCbased
workstaton is clearly superior to dictation machines.
After they have achieved a trackrecord of success and
Uie new technology has been in place for a while, they I Swoo' asiffis Oa EaM~w loss ~ s d o 1.15 bits
will be in a much beutte position to intioduce additional per chwwr.i pe"bsbt wo .pwuuc. Is prcs. o" wovid
tools, which might be mote exciting to to, but also more probilly sit"c a lowacoil system t av p a vpy 66sNw
tisky for the tiirngers at dte tiilation bureau. closet to 0.6 14%s per choirwttarBows of of. toll)
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6. Antadw Consiti'ueive Suuuteon 073, Bolefla Henisi.Doetet (now Bolen& Thompson)
Appea to t En&Umr condiocted an evaluation and concluded diga users were

Mfe worketation approach is a direct appeal to the quite happy with raw MT.
professional trninlais; it uses ;he berktfi of office- "The users presented a rather satisfied
automation as a way to sneak technology into the group of customers, since 98 percenlt of
wan'Iaiciws workplace. An alternative approach, Ibich them had or would recommend machine.
also seerm promising to us. is to use the speed advan.- tranlation services to their colleagues. even
tages of msw (or almos.t raw) SIT to appeal to tie end- though the texts were said to require almost
user who man% not require high-quality, twice as much time to read as original

English texts (humanly-translated texts also
6.1. Rapid PostE dt were judged to take longer to read, but only

After noting the tranlators Aere unlikely to sup. about a third longer), and that, machine-
port the EPE application because they ame unlikely to translated texts were said to be 21 Percent
choose NIT over HIT, Wagner found that end-users unintelligible. In spite of slower service
would often opt for crummy quick-and-dirty translation. thanl desired and a high demand on reading

ir tey wre gven choce.ime, machine translation was preferred to
"We her-*oe deide touse ystan n ahuman translation by 67 percent of the

difetrewato d rcide to uster ytra in a respondents if the latter took three times as
diff ervit wayr thos prvieat fasrs who~a longt as the former. The reasons for the
wted srice fo r e twinlaint aseptwh preference were not only earlier access, but
lwned uait an wre lln g t(W a ept5 also tie feelings that the 'machine is more

lowe-quaity ransatin." Wagnr. 185,honest', and tha since human labor is not
p. 203) invested it is easy to discard a text which

The output from Systran was passed through a 'rapid proves of marginal interest. Gettng used to
post'.editing' servie that emphasized speed (4-5 pages reading machine-tiasison style did not
per hour) over quality. When the project was first present a problem as evidenced by the
presented to the translation start, it was well-received answers of over 95 percent of the respors-
and 13 out of 35 volunteered to off er the rapid post- dents." (Heniss.Dostert, 1979, p. 208)
editing service on the understanding that they could opt It is also interesting to compare the attitdes of
out if they did not enjoy it. Wagner found that "the the users of this service the with attitudes of the transla
option is popular with a number of users and perhaps tors mentioned above. Heniss.Dostert found that end-
surprisingly, welcomed with some enthusiasm by CEC users were generally quite suppon ive, and would recomn-
[Commission of the European Communitiesi translators mend the service to a friend, whereas Macklovitch
who find rapid post-editing an interesting challenge" found that professional transtors were generally un-
(Hutchins, 1988, p. 261). ling to continue wsing the service themrselves, let alot.

Wagner's rapid post-.editing service is a much recommend the service to a friend.
better ap t. ion of crummy MT than EF becaue it "A grateful word is in order on the usere'
gives all partes a choice. Both the wer41 and the tris attiukda, who were most cooperative and
lagor am more likely to accept the new technology, friendly, and interested in what wus
waut and all, if they mre given the choice to go back involved in machine ormluati They
and do things die old-fashioned way. The trick to being showed their familiarity with the aberraton
abe to capitalize on the speed of raw MT is to persuade of the texts, some of which were considered
both the tranglators it and h end-wsere to accept lower quite amusing 'classics', eg., 'waterfalls'
quality. Apprently, the end-users an more easily con- instead of 'cascades' (the users asked th"
vinced tdin the translators, and therefore, for this this not be changed!). Very commonly, and
approach to fly, it is important tha the end-users be in underetandahly, they were interested in
the Position to choose between speed anid quality. improvements and off ered many suggeo-

~~ tions. An example of an extreme stWde
LL r-&Pust-Eitingon the purtor one werin thisRaspedtWas

The Ceorletown system was used extensively at that of 'cheatng' on the questionnaire by
the ELIRATOM Research Center in Ispra, Italy. and the giving less positive answers than in o12l "i.
Atomic Energy Commission's Oak Ridge National ctinionsi. When subsequently asked about
Laboratory from 1983 until 1973. 'Thislations were this, he reacted with something like: 'I we
delivered witlvut pre-editing or post-editing. In 1972- it so much, I want you to improve it, Wn if
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I show that I am saisfied. you will not work (pad'iaaneny debate). wilich wtrt twed to train e
on it any mm." (Henist-Dosten. 1979. p. system.
151) clffn.ott mode stands up fairl well to the six
'i*by am these tsers so much more satisfied with desiderata. (a) It sets 111100abl4 expectauses. (b) It

%IT th~an the tranlators involved in the Canadian doesn't cost much I* run. (c) It ought to be amacave to
govemnments tial of Weidner? We believe the wsers. After all, those who don't like it. dont have to
difference is the application. It makes sense to offer wse it. (d) It is well-positioned to integrate t swengil.
end-users the option to w'ade off speed for quality, of die machine (vocabulary) without comnpeting with the
whereas it does not make sense to try to forre tratila. strengths of the user (knowledge of function w".k syn-
tofs to become post-editors. Consider the example of tax and domain constraints). (t) it is so simple that user
the crop vanedes mentioned shove. Many end~wers shouldn't have any trouble appreciating both the
tright not be bothered too much by the extra. articles surength as well a the weaknesses of the word-for.
because they can quickly skimr past the mistakes, but the word approach. Finally, (f) the strategy of gradually
professional trarslator mright feel quite differently about introducing mote and more technology is ideally suited
the extra articles became he at she will have to fix for advancing the field toward desirable long-term goals.
them.

7. Claios a
6..More Modect Atngbf to Appeal to theEi- We have identified six desidcrata for a good niche

User application. Two marketing strategies appear to meet
Consider, for example, the problem of reading these six desiderata fairly well:

email from other countries. The first author currently (1) wse the benefits of officeautomation to sell to the
receives several messages a day in Rench such as the professional tranislawo, or
following:9 w2ue the speed advantages of raw (or almost raw)

Powr repondre saux questions de Mauri:io MT to sell to the enduser who manty n rquire
LANA, j'&i entendu dire de bonnes chase hish-quahity.10

concerriant Ie programme ALPS de Alan The dicno has stressed pragmatism
NIEBY. Cest a mains Ie nom de sa throughout. The speech processing community, for
societe (ALPS) qwi se trouve a Provo ou a example, has been somewhat more successful recently in
Orem (Utah. USA). 11 est egalement pro making it possible to report crummy results. It is now
fesseur de linguistique a I& Brigham Young quite acceptable in the speech community to work on
University (Provo, Ut.-h). very resuicted domains (e.g., spoken digits, resource

It mright be possible to provide a too) to help recipients maaemn (1M) airline traffic informaion system
whose French is not very good. imagine that the email (AilS)) and to report performance that doesn't compar
reader had a "cliff-note" mode that would gloss many witi what people can do. No oae would even suggest
of the content worrs with an English equivalent; thvat a machine should be able to recognise digits as well

Pour respondre sam questions de Mauriuio LANA, as a person could. Becam the field has taken a more
&al? fothlt realistic appmoah, t" field now has a fairly good public

j'ai entendu dire de bonnes chases concemant image, and is appeating to be making progress at a to-
A.tr eff food #Aim# ##*Cmaem# sonable rnoe:

Cliff-niot mode could be wed as a way to sneak "Slowly but surely, the technology is mask.
technology into the email reader. just a Kay's wosas ing its way into the real world." (Schwart,
don approach is a way of sneaking technology into the :901, Bwe'mu Week, p. 130)
tanslator's workplace. At first, cliff-note mode would ______

do little more than table lookup, but a time goes on, it 10 ther mabilifM boalso bess sscerud Is 1W PUL
might begin to look more and more like machine tram Xtra fir oxipi., bas btsas ihYFISSo mds bi isadw-
latian. In die future, for exampie, the system mright be jig a riYtl wAg iVA tW dotosa puspasis mu.U'.

tom (Ilikhs. IOUi. V. M). Stowt Systen has ds upkiied
aWe to gloms the phraie It Pamt de so soaer 0 LA. ow aso a Mvwod lass..is aupmn"M tha5.umI
name of Ais rompany, but currently the system would tn.UXL Lfift 111 41100l il Mhr WPAire" IV gaIN.
gloss nm av ihalf and soriaec as society, because these elaai ean~k is Mte (behIt, 1554) Usmtamwiely ha.
vwnlaaions ame more common in the Canadian Hans"rt ever, iti 0 V17 bute 10 ad MiY nuaj 414114 s0001stanmm

__________ iwd donvis t*A people tin shok Bad touelquir, sOe
am. noutgn vwihy uve vi~vt samb. svue, is %ik*Lg to be epead try~ ""In to" is IMe ARe.
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But therc was a time "Ahen speech researchers ZarechnAk. a member or the Grorgesown *donf.
%ere much more ambutiouA According to ILaS comPlained rather biuerly that the comparison was
review (W~att. 1977). the first ARPA Speech Under- unfair- In reality, the 1954 GU experiment had been &
standing project (Newell ef at. 1973) had tea objective canned dem of die worst kind, whereas the four Sys-
of obtaining a breakthrough in speech understanding tents developed during the 19605 were intended to han-
capabilit that could then be used toward the develop, die lare quantiltes Of previously UM text.
ment of practical maromaclaine communication systems *'Wben ten years later a text of one hundred
Even though Ha.rpy (Lowerre and Reddy. 3980) did in thousand words was translated on a corn.
fact exceed the specific goals or the project (e.g., accept puter without being Previously examined.
3 thoug-and uord-vocabular connected-speech with an one would expect a certain number of enrts
artificial syntax and semantics and produce less than on all levels of operations, and the need for

lccsemantic error in a fe% times real ie on a 100 post..ediang. The sm-il text in 1954 has no
miups machine), it didn't ni~iier because Harpy had such random data so vanslaze." (Zarechnak,
failed to obtain the anticipated breakthrough. And con.179 . 6
sequentiy. funding in speech recognition and understand- 5)
ing was dramittcally reduced over the following decade. In fact, the ALPAC committee had also apreci.
"'hen activity was eventually resumed many years later. ated the "toy".ish aspects of the lost CU experiment,
the community had learned diat. it is ok t strive toar but they did not feel that that was an adequate excuse.
realistic goals, and that it -an be dangerous to Wak about Mhey criucied both the 1954 experimient as well as the

breakhrouhs.rout system's in question, the former for setting expeew
breakhrouhs. ons unrealistically high, and the latter for failing to

7.1. 7be GIU! uEzumnt meet those expectations, unrealistic as they may be.
Mie xpeienc inrnwine wslrjo is erhps"The development of the electronic digital

he eomsperienc.e n 5 m Ghieorgetow'n Uisversips computer quickly suggested thait machine
e(eU)moreeromennga ah clatir Ceoampeofn auves trnslation might be possible. The idea cap
(cU)epetenastrpe In laac s 17eaipe of ead succes wird the imagination of scholars ad
oncatsoheutl n In rach a lled th7 t reve o er ior admnisaors. 7h* practical goal was sim-
ont mah in n sa oh eall edsetha theugeUaevpce pie: to go from machineradabl foreign

mentwasorignaly sen a a uge dvace:technical text to useful English text. accus-
"The resuilt of CU machine translation was rate, readable, and ultimately indistangttish-
given wide publicity in 1954 when it wa abe from text written by an American
announced in New York. T1he announce- scientist. Early machine translations of aim-.
ment was greeted by astonishment and skep. pie or selected text such as those given
ticism among some people. L. E Do-stemt above, were as deceptively encouraging as
summarned the result of the expeniment as 'machine translatons' of general scientific
being an authentic mxchine trwnslation text have been uniformly discouraging."
which does not require pre-editing of the (ierce at al., 1985, pp. 23-24)
input nor posteediting of the output." If expectations had been properly managed and
(Zarechnak, 1979, p. 28) di waters had not been poisoned by the 1054 CU
But now, we can look back and see dtai te 1954 experiment, it is possible that we would now look back

CU experimpait probably did more harm than good by on the MT effort during the l900s from a much more
settng expectAtior. at such an unrealistic level hua they positive perspective. in fact, one of the fout systems in
could probably never be Met. Ten years after the CU question later became known as Systren, and is still in
experiment, the ALPAC report compared four then,. wide use today. In this seine, early work on MT was
current systems with the earlier CU experiment and aug- much more successful thuun early work on Speech
gested that there had not been much progress. Understanding; the first AJU'A Speech Understanding

"The reader will find it instructive to corn- Project did not produce any systems with tOn same
pive the samples abiove with the results longevity as Sysm.
obtained on simple, or selected, text 10 For some reason tha is difficult to understand, the
years earlier (the Ceorgetown-DN Experi- two fields currently have entirely diffetrent, public
merit, .bnuary 7, 1054) in that the earlier images; on the one hand, t laymen can readily recog.
samples amre ore -eadahle than the later nite that it is extremely difficult for a machine to recog.
ones." (Rerce ef at., 1960) nize speech, while, on the other hand, even the manager

of a uvsaiston service will blindly accept the most
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